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海海



Haijing is a Product Focused Interaction/

UX design professional currently based in

Shanghai. She has solid design

educational background in visual

communication, interaction design with

analytical methods. She also acquired

skills like rapid-prototyping and advanced

web-coding during her immersive

experience at MFA track in Design and

Technology at Parsons

At Parsons, she explored utility driven

design alongside imaginative narratives &amp;

technological components interfering, to

facilitate speculative / poetic experience

on everyday life.

Progressing within industry, despite the

possible outlook in technical innovations,

she implements consistent design and

user experience into product scenario-



building with hybrid methods such as

rapid-prototypes, persona and data

validating. When team playing as a

creative problem solver, she’s specifically

good at finding conductive UX insights,

making deliverable to-end UX solutions,

she also gained extensive experience in

working with agile/scrum environments. 

In 2017, She initiated Project

Cocoonsprout a crowd-fund platform

building specifically for content driven

creative outlets based in East Asia and is

intend to expand world-widely. 



User Experience Designer



linkflowtech.com



Interaction Designer



www.roobo.com/en/



Product Design Intern



Mozilla NYC labs



她的个⼈人作品将 充满想象的叙事 与 新技

术元素 融⼊入可⽤用的设计⼩小品或项⽬目中，探

索我们⽇日常⽣生活中，更更多诗意的表达 / 思

索性设计实践。

在⾏行行业与⼯工业应⽤用领域，她擅⻓长让将设计

研究与⽅方法融⼊入场景化的产品功能搭建中，

解决并提升真实存在的⽤用户体验问题。



Towards her, design means implementing

decent and sustainable modern cultural

impacts among products and users

( consumers ). 



Entrepreneurial Experience



Working Experience



刘海海静 近⽇日由帕森斯设计学院设计与技术

专业毕业, 获得 MFA stem 硕⼠士学位，同时

是纽约诗性计算学院校友，正在创建

cocoonsprout茧萌 内容垂直众筹平台。



Cocoonsprout



Education



Parsons the Newschool for Design

Design and Technology （STEM）



Fudan University



Spacechat



Shanghai Institute of Visual Arts

BA. Integrated Design



能⼒力力 与 擅⻓长 Capability &amp; Expertise



Concept /Art Direction



UX Research/Analysis



Rapid Prototype



User Interface Design



IOT



Block-chain



实践 与 兴趣 Practise &amp; Domains



Data Aggregation

/ Visualization



Wearables



Independent Works



SPRAYIT



Web Application 2013



Graffiti Art in NYC, has been recognized as an act of urban

vandalism towards the city's authorities.

This form of sub-cultural art has also been regarded as

the civic expression that engaging the contemporary

urban space with its unique aesthetic achievements.

SprayIt is a webapp with



multi-users + real-time features.

The app tries to deliver an online experience of the NYC

Graffiti Scene to everyone on the internet.

Websocket. Canvas. Node. heroku



CLICK TO



SPRAYIT!



Independent Works



SPECTRUM Translation

Image Production. PrintPress /Front-end. WebPress 2014



Capturing the intangible

this collection freezes energy in time,

creating a discourse between the seen

and the unseen,

harnessing the mystique of the

omnipresent that's often forgotten.



Collaborate:

Fabiona Einhorn &amp; Angelica Jang

Direction: Caspar Lam &amp; YuJune Park's

with Synoptic Office

the book

compiled our experimenting outputs

in the digital manipulations

of the subject “spectrum”.



css, javascript

-Check the scrolling effect

-via Web.



Independent Works



Wish Message

Perceptive Interface

Interactive Data Visualization 2014



Wish Message is an interface enabling users to literally grab real-time wishes from the Internet(twitter)

world-widely, it explores the possibility to reform user generated data in a perceptive method.

The bamboo copter in east Asia, contains a metaphor of good blessing. Instead of the touch or click

triggering process, this interaction system allows users who constantly in contact with modern HCI and screens to

(re)gain a physically nostalgic experience, and to subvert the perception between electronic devices and users.

In critiquing the phenomena of screen-based interaction and social media feeds, this interface want to

emphasize a playful and haptic perception with internet data.



Symposium Livestream



-



Interface Material: Basswood, Vinyl.



Wish Message

Perceptive Interface

Interactive Data Visualization 2014



-Technologies:



Web Interface,

made with GoogleMAP API &amp; Twitter Stream API



Industry Projects



HoneyComb



Product &amp; User Experience Innovation 2013



Content Curation



+



Cross Devices



Mozilla NYC Lab Project for fire-fox phone in

cross-platform productivity innovation, we were assigned to

make a never existed product with content curation capability

in cross devices method.



-Design Questions

๏If news is tagged geographically, how can it be used to

stay in touch with friends and family?

๏From the hyperlocal to national and global, how can

people stay informed about the neighborhoods and

cities they frequent?

๏How do users receive and share current events and

updates already? What is missing or can be added?

Where does a user see himself/herself in this experience?



-Design Approaches:

Honeycomb, with a visualized mapping of this information around a user, creates a centrical

experiences to better illustrate the user-defined landscapes.

๏ News that is contextually aware, not only allows users to stay up to date with the information

that matters to them, but also curates a narrative of their environments.

๏



๏ Show categorically ordered news ie. any news

aggregator homepage like google news. While these

types of aggregators provide an organized approach for

searching for news, they lack a means of personally

relating to these updates.



HoneyComb



Product &amp; User Experience Innovation 2013



Day in a Life

user daily scenarios



HOME 8:02 AM



WORK 06:05 PM



Just woke up and I have to get ready for the day

Let me check Honeycomb to see what is happening

in my comb. Looks like it’s going to be a bright day!



A coworker and I planned to hang out after

work. Let’s see what shows and things are

happening in my work comb. (Arts + Culture

section of an online mag like hyperallergic)



COMMUTE 10:13 AM



HOME 08:47 PM



Just got off the train and I want to grab a

quick coffee before class. Let me check Honeycomb

to see if my favorite coffeeshop has any specials

in my school comb !



CURRENT LOCATION 02:34 PM

Looks like I have some time before I have to go to my

internship. Maybe I’ll sit in the park for a bit and see what

my friends are up to. (Social Networking stuff)



Just got home. I should post that blog entry for

class. I bookmarked something to include in it

yesterday.



HOME 11:04 PM

Such a long day. I wonder what was happening

back home. (News updates from another city in a

different country according Map navigation)
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